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This Week:
▪ Through the Agency Lens – DOR Capitalizes on Analytics
▪ Geo-Spatial App Shared Across Verticals
▪ DoIT Submits 2nd Annual Report to the General Assembly

Through the Agency Lens – DOR Capitalizes on Analytics
The Department of Revenue (DOR) realizes the power of data and is combining their vast
information resources with technology solutions to improve services. Using analytics in
their accounts processing division made it possible to avoid nearly $19 million in fraud in
just the first year. Fraud prevention savings is expected to nearly double in year two. DOR is also
expanding their analytics program into the audit function to provide a more comprehensive view for
better decision-making prior to conducting audits. Associate Director Enyia shares more on DOR’s
analytics story here.

Geo-Spatial App Shared Across Verticals
IT Transformation in Illinois continues as CIOs look for opportunities to solve
business needs, while capitalizing on what is already available in the enterprise. The
Department on Aging joins several agencies who have found an existing geo-coding
solution within the State of Illinois to plot client address coordinates. The
Department of Transportation (DOT) has a solution in place that offers the most current data sources with
streamlined workflow and flexible implementation that can be made accessible to other agencies. For
further information on what is available through DOT in the geocoding space, contact
jim.conlon@illinois.gov.

DoIT Submits 2nd Annual Report to the General Assembly
DoIT’s Annual Report to the Legislature was recently submitted and highlights the
many critical areas that further DoIT’s mission to improve government services for
our citizens. Highlights of the report include: Illinois as the first Smart State in the
nation, the release of the first cybersecurity strategy at the SOI, introduction of
significant innovative technologies and transformation of state purchasing practices and processes,
to name but a few. Read the report to fully appreciate the significant progress being made to stand
up our new agency while running a business and providing services to millions of Illinois citizens.

DoIT FYIs & Reminders
Don’t let the diversion of the Winter Olympics lull you into cybersecurity
complacency. Link to Spotting and Avoiding Olympic Scams.
Link to the ICN Connection for news from the ICN.

